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ABSTRACT

It has been the long standing practice to evaluate the performance of business

enterprises based on financial measures. But a change in evaluation methodology

has emerged where the researchers and social scientists have vehemently opposed

the practice of concentrating on financial parameters only for performance evaluation

and they have recommended for the use of other relevant aspects for this purpose.

This new evaluation ideology is appropriate for enterprises like Public Sector

Enterprises (PSEs) which have not been established solely for profit motive.

Therefore, in order to examine the performance of an enterprise especially in case of

public sector enterprises in India, both financial and social performance measures

have been considered. In this paper, an attempt has been made to appraise and

critically explain the performance of the Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) in

India through different parameters like Profitability, Contribution to Central Exchequer,

Internal Resource Generation, Value Addition, Employment Generation etc. with the

help of relevant data for the study period from 1999-2000 to 2007-08.

Introduction

The Public Sector Enterprises (PSEs) became the major concern for India’s state policy to

play a significant role in the overall economic development process of it over the last few

decades. The Industrial Policy Resolution, 1956 of the Government of India ushered the

Public Sector Enterprises in India with the noble objective to accelerate the pace of economic

growthof India.After a longperiodof cruel and rampant exploitationsby theBritishers, India

inherited at the time of its independence a destitute and poor agrarian economy and a weak

industrial base, coupled with low level of savings and capital formation, poor infrastructural

facilities etc. and the economy experienced severe inequalities of income distribution, acute

unemployment problems and also grim picture of regional disparities and backwardness. At

this juncture the economy needed a big push to overcome the deadlock.1 Indeed, after a long

tragic suffering from cruelty and inhumanity by colonial power there were various socio-

economic problems confronting the country, which needed to be dealt with in a planned as

well as in a systematic manner. In fact, among the imperatives before the Government were

the removals of poverty, equitable distribution of income, generation of employment

opportunities, removalof regional imbalances, acceleratedgrowthofagriculturaland industrial
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production, better utilization of natural resources and a wider ownership of economic power

toprevent its concentration intoa fewhands.Assuch, at thebackdropof India’s independence,

it became inevitable to welcome the state’s intervention in almost all sectors of the Indian

economy because of the fact that the private sector had neither the capacity to provide

necessary infrastructure in terms of available funds, managerial skill and technological

advancements nor the requisite guts to undertake the risk involved in long-gestation period

projects so as to keep pace with the state of socio-economic and political environment

prevailing in the country. Given the type and range of problems faced by the country on the

economic, social and strategic fronts, it became a pragmatic compulsion to set up public

sector enterprises in various core and strategic areas as the vital instrument for achieving self-

reliant economicgrowth.Therefore, keeping inview the inherent styleof its socialistic pattern

of society, theGovernmentof India tooka strategic leading role through its differentFiveYear

Plans to help stabilize the economy as well as to provide necessary infrastructural setup to

break thebottleneckof its developmental process.This philosophyof thegovernment’s direct

intervention in nurturing and fostering the weak and the destitute economy and its gracious

mission tohelp the economystumble along thegrowth trajectorygavebirth the incarnationof

the Public Sector Enterprises (PSEs) in India with much fervour and zeal in commensurate

with the diversified public interests and sentiments whereby the Government of India started

investing a huge public fund in a phased manner in different core and strategic sectors of the

economyonaholisticapproachtoachieveaself-relianteconomywithbalancedsocio-economic

developmentprogrammes todevelopboth theagricultural and the industrial sectors, to reduce

inequalities of income distribution, to enhance the scope of employment opportunities, to

induce effective utilization of scarce natural resources for the best interests of the society, to

prevent concentration of economic power in a few hands to the detriment of the common

mass etc.

The noble objectives of setting up of public sector enterprises in India may be highlighted as

follows:

1) toensure the rapideconomicdevelopmentand industrializationof thecountryandcreate

the necessary infrastructure for economic development;

2) to promote redistribution of income and wealth;

3) to create employment opportunities;

4) to promote balanced regional development;

5) to assist the development of small-scale and ancillary industries; and

6) to promote import substitutions, save and earn foreign exchange for the economy.
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It has been the long standing practice to evaluate the performance of business enterprises

based on financial measures. But a change has emerged where the researchers and social

scientists havevehementlyopposed thepracticeof concentratingon financial parametersonly

for performance evaluation and they have recommended for the use of other relevant aspects

side by side. This new evaluation ideology is appropriate for enterprises like Public Sector

Enterprises (PSEs) which have not been established for profit motive. Therefore, in order to

examine the performance of an enterprise especially in case of public sector enterprises in

India, both financial and social performance measures have been considered because the

public sector enterprises (PSEs) in Indiahavebeen set upprimarilywith thepublicmoney for

the noble objectives to alleviate poverty, to reduce the inequality of income distribution, to

lessen the regional disparities and backwardness as well as to accelerate the pace of industrial

developmentof India.Financialperformancehighlights the trueandfairpictureofanenterprise

and fails to highlight the contribution towards social responsibility performance which is of

great significance in case of PSEs.

Purpose of the Study

The main objective of the study is to evaluate and critically explain the financial and social

performance of the Central Public Sector Enterprises in India through different parameters

like Profitability, Contribution to Central Exchequer, Internal Resource Generation, Value

Addition, Foreign Exchange Earnings, Employment generation etc. with the help of relevant

data for the study period from 1999-2000 to 2007-08.

Data Source

This research work is mainly based on secondary sources of information. The required data

have been collected from annual reports of the selected CPSEs in India published in Public

Enterprise Survey; Govt. of India over the period of nine years i.e. 1999-2000 to 2007-08.

For collecting relevant data for the purpose of conducting this work internet surfing has also

been made for obtaining the requisite and latest information.

Methodology of the Study

For analysis and interpretation of data simple mathematical tools like percentages, averages,

variousconventional ratioshavebeenused formeasuring the financial andsocialperformance

of the CPSEs as a whole in India during the study period from 1999-2000 to 2007-08. In

addition these annual growth rates (g) of each parameter have been applied at appropriate

places.
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A. Performance Evaluation through Profitability Analysis

The profitability of an enterprise is an important tool to evaluate the performance of

that enterprise and it is the net result of a large number of policies and decisions. This concept

may be defined as the ability of a given investment to earn a return from its use.2 It may be

considered as a relationship of the earnings to the total resources of an organization. It acts as

yardstick to measure the operating efficiency of an enterprise. It also reflects the ultimate

impact of various policies and decisions adopted by the enterprise on its business operation.3

So far as the profitability aspect is concerned, the public sector enterprises are expected to

give adequate return on enormous investment made in them. There are various conventional

methods for assessing the corporate performance but the most common ones are net profit

ratio, returnon investment, returnonowner’s equityetc.Generally,profit is themost important

measure of evaluating the performance of public sector enterprises and it can be viewed from

different angles.Theeconomists have taken theconcept ofgrossmargin tomeasure the return

on investments tonational economybut this conceptofgrossmargindoesnot take intoaccount

the amount of depreciation or the usage cost of assets. However, the accountants have given

more emphasis on the concept of gross profit that takes note of depreciation but avoid or

overlook the interest charged. The tax collector gives more importance on profit before tax

from the view point of revenue earnings. On the other, the investors are interested obviously

with the net profit after taxes that are readily available to reward them by way of dividend for

their investment and also for their risk taking.

In order to evaluate the profitability of the Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs)

as a whole in India, the amount of operating profit (PBIT), the amount of net profit have been

taken and to assess the performance of them some important ratios like return on investment

or return on capital employed (ROCE), return on net worth (RONW), net profit ratio (NPR)

etc. have been used under this study. These ratios are explained below in details:

i) Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) : This ratio expresses the relationship between

operating profit before interest and taxes (PBIT) and the amount of permanent funds

invested in the enterprise. It is considered themore rigorous test of profitability andgives

aclearpictureof theefficiencyofthefirm’sinternalmanagement. Itenablesthemanagement

to show whether the funds entrusted to the enterprise have been properly utilized or not.

It also indicates how well an enterprise has used long term funds invested by the owners

and creditors. The higher the ratio, the more efficient the enterprise is using its fund.

ii) ReturnonNetWorth (RONW):This ratio shows the relationshipbetween the amount

of net profit after tax and the amount of funds invested by the owners. It measures the
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return on the total equity funds of ordinary shareholders. It indicates how profitably the

shareholders’ funds have been utilized by the enterprise. In other words, this ratio shows

thedegree towhich the firm is able toconvert profit intoafter taxprofit that eventuallycan

be claimed by the owners.

iii) Net Profit Ratio (NPR) : This ratio expresses the relationship between the amount of

net profit of a particular year and the amount of sales for that particular year. It measures

thepercentageofeach rupeesales remainingafter all costs andexpenses including interest

and taxeshavebeendeducted. It indicates themanagement’sability tooperate thebusiness

with sufficient success not only to recover from revenues of the period, the cost of

merchandise or service, the expenses of operating the business (including depreciation)

and thecost of theborrowed funds, but also to leaveamarginof reasonable compensation

to the owners for providing their capital at risk. This ratio essentially expresses the cost

price effectiveness of the operation.4

Analysis of Profitability of the CPSEs as a whole in India

Table-1 highlights the amount of operating profit (PBIT), net profit and their annual growth

rate achieved by the central public sector enterprises (CPSEs) as a whole in India over the

study period and also shows the results of the selected measures of profitability (i.e. ROCE,

RONW & NPR) of them during the study period from 1999-2000 to 2007-08.

It isobservedfromTable-1 that there isacontinuous increasing trend in theamountofoperating

profit (PBIT) with peak annual growth rate of 31.02 % in the year 2003-04 and the lowest

annual growth rate of 5.54% in the year 2005-06 followed by a recovery of 21.54% in the

next year (2006-07) and in the last year of the study the annual growth rate came down to

11.51%.

Regarding thenetprofit,Table-1highlights that theamountofnetprofit increasedcontinuously

up to the year 2006-07 and it reduced in the last year (2007-08) of the study. The highest

annual growth rate of net profit (65.96%) is observed in 2001-02 and the negative growth

rate (-1.62%) is computed due to the decline in the net profit in the year 2007-08 as compared

to the previous year (2006-07).

From Table-1 it is seen that the ROCE (i.e. PBIT as a percentage of Capital Employed) of

the CPSEs as a whole in India witnessed an overall increasing trend up to the year 2004-05

and then it fluctuates slightly in the next three years. The highest ROCE over the study period

is observed 21.49% in the year 2004-05 and the lowest ROCE of 13.95% is found in the

year 1999-2000. Table-1 highlights the efficiency of the internal management of the CPSEs
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as awhole in India inutilizing its fundduring the studyperiod.

Table-1 depicts that the RONW (i.e. Net Profit as a percentage of Net Worth) of the CPSEs

as a whole registered an overall increasing trend during the period under study. The RONW

is computed at 8.92% in the year 1999-2000 which continuously stepped up and reached the

highest level at 19.02% in 2004-05. In the next year i.e.2005-06, it came down to 19.54%.

Again it increased to 21.07% in the year 2006-07 and then it reduced to 15.39% in the

ultimate year of the study (2007-08). The overall rising trend in RONW of the CPSEs as a

whole speaks of the increasing effectiveness of the enterprises’ management in utilizing the

resources provided by the enterprises as a whole during the study period.

Table-1 shows a fluctuating trend in the NPR (i.e. Net Profit as a percentage of Sales) of the

CPSEs as a whole during the period from 1999-2000 to 2004-05 and then it fluctuates in the

last three years of the study. This ratio is computed at 3.68% in 1999-2000 which went up to

8.73% in the year 2004-05. But it slightly decreased to 8.30% in the year 2005-06 and

again, it reached to 8.41% in 2006-07. Again, it decreased to 7.38% in the last year of the

study period. The ratio of the CPSEs as a whole in India indicates the substantial position to

withstand the challengeof fallingoperating incomeordecliningdemand for their products.

Table-1

Analysis of Profitability of the CPSEs as a whole in India during the study period

From 1999-2000 to 2007-08
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Source : Compiled and Computed from Public Enterprise Survey, Govt. of India. Vol-I ,

2007-08

B. Performance Evaluation through Internal Resource Generation

An economy can become a self-sustaining economy if it is in a position to generate internal
resourcesandutilize thesamefor the furtheranceof thedevelopmentactivities.Toadeveloping
economylike Indiawhere resourcecrunch is anormaland regularphenomenon thegeneration
of internal resources to help mobilize fund for development and growth aspect is of prime
importance.As the traditionalandconventionmechanismof fundmobilizationwith thehelpof
fiscalpolicymeasures in the formofbothdirectand indirect taxeshassomeobvious limitations,
the endeavours to explore new ways and means for mobilization of resources have always
been given top priorities. The Public Sector Enterprises (PSEs) in India have been entrusted
with a pompous and flagrant duty to pave the way for industrial development of India by
givingdue emphasis to thegenerationof internal resources by thePSEs so as to amasswealth
to provide fund for development purposes.5 The internal resources generated by the PSEs in
Indiaare theaggregateof theamountofDepreciationwrittenoff,DeferredRevenueExpenditure
written off and Retained Profit.

Analysis of Internal Resources Generated by the CPSEs as a whole in India

Table-2 shows the detailed results of the internal resources generated by the CPSEs as a
whole in India over the period of 9 years (1999-2000 to 2007-08) wherefrom it is evident
that the CPSEs have achieved a significant improvement and have played a commendable
role in augmenting the internal resources to provide funds for the development and growth
purposes.The internal resources are increased continuously throughout the studyperiod.The
total amount of internal resources in the form of the three components (i.e. Depreciation
writtenoff,DeferredRevenueExpenditurewrittenoff andRetainedProfit) isRs.35933crore
in the year 1999-2000 which has increased continuously and reached the highest level of
Rs.99474 crore in the year 2007-08 showing a growth rate of 3.20% over the year 2006-07
in which the amount of internal resources generated to Rs.96394 crore. However, the highest
annual growth rate is seen at 38.96% in the year 2001-02.
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Table-2

Internal Resources Generated by the CPSEs as a whole in India for the study period

from 1999-2000 to 2007-08

Source : Compiled and Computed from Public Enterprise Survey, Govt. of India, Vol-I, 2007-08

C. Performance Evaluation through Contribution to Central Exchequer

In a developing country like India, the Public Sector Enterprises (PSEs) have occupied a key

position in theeconomywhereby theGovt. of Indiahas come forwardbyprovidingnecessary

infrastructure and the capital outlay for setting up such enterprises in the core and priority

sectors of the economy having a definite impact on the general public and the economy as a

whole. These PSEs are obtaining a lot of advantages offered by the government to grow and

surviveunder thesupportof theDepartmentofPublicEnterprises,MinistryofHeavyIndustries

& Public Enterprises, Govt. of India and are also enjoying social prestige and status in

comparison to other enterprises in case of the private sector. Therefore, there is a question of

somepositive attitude arises in the formof theperformanceof social responsibilityon thepart

of the PSEs. As a part of their performing social responsibilities, the public sector enterprises

have been making substantial contribution to the central exchequer in the form of corporate

taxes, customs duty, excise duty, dividend & interest etc. to mobilize fund for financing the

needs of the planned economic development of India.

Analysis of Contribution to Central Exchequer by the CPSEs as a whole in India

Table-3 shows the detailed analysis of the contribution to central exchequer in the form of

corporate tax, excise duty, customs, sales & other duty and dividend & interest etc. by the

CPSEs as a whole in India over the period from 1999-2000 to 2007-08. From Table-3 is
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observed that there is a steady growth of contribution to the central exchequer by the CPSEs

as a whole in India. The amount of contribution is highest (Rs.165994 crore) in the year

2007-08 as against Rs.148790 crore during 2006-07 showing an increase of 11.56% in

2007-08 over the year 2006-07. However, the peak rate of annual growth of contribution to

the central exchequer is found at 30.46% in the year 2002-03.

Table-3

Contribution to Central Exchequer by the CPSEs as a whole in India for the period

from 1999-2000 to 2007-08

(Rs. in Crore)

Source : Compiled and Computed from Public Enterprise Survey, Govt. of India, Vol-I, 2007-08

D. Performance Evaluation through Value Additions by the CPSEs as a whole in

India

Theeconomicaswellassocial justificationofanenterprise lie in itscontribution to theeconomy

that may be measured in terms of value it has added. This is more relevant and appropriate to

enterprisesengagedinmanufacturing/producingactivities fordeliveringgoods6 or for rendering

services in the social spheres.TheCPSEs in Indiawithonly5 innumbersduring theFirstFive

Year Plan Period rose to 242 as on 31st March 2008 with a magnificent track record of

producing goods and rendering services for the great cause of serving the Indian economy

and helping a lot in the achievement of industrial development in India by adding value to the

economy.
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Analysis of Value Additions by the CPSEs as whole in India

The data contained in Table-4 relating to value added by Central Public Sector Enterprises

(CPSEs) as a whole in India exhibit an overall increasing trend over the entire study period

(1999-2000 to 2007-08) except a small departure in the year 2005-06 over 2004-05 (total

value added amounted to Rs. 163558.73 crore in 2005-06 as against Rs. 166819.78 crore

in 2004-05) registering a negative growth of 1.95% and followed by a steep rise of 18.40%

in theyear 2006-07over 2005-06 (actual value added in2006-07amounted toRs. 193656.58

crore which is Rs. 30097.85 crore more than the value added of Rs. 163558.73 crore in

2005-06). However, the highest annual growth rate in value added by CPSEs in India during

1999-2000 to 2007-08 is observed at 22% in the year 2000-01. Chart-1 depicts the picture

of the value additions made by the CPSEs in India as a whole during the period from 1999-

2000 to 2007-08 and Chart-2 shows the rate of annual growth of value added of the CPSEs

as a whole in India for the same period.

Table-4

Value Added by CPSEs as a whole in India during the study period

from 1999-2000 to 2007-08

(Rs. in Crore)

Source : Compiled and Computed from Public Enterprise Survey, Govt. of India, Vol-I, 2001-

02, 2004-05 & 2007-08
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E. Performance Evaluation through Foreign Exchange Earnings by CPSEs as a

whole in India

One of the most important objectives of setting up of the public sector enterprises was to

encourage import substitution, save and earn foreign in order to mobilize fund for the

development of the economy. Table-5 shows the foreign exchange earnings by the CPSEs as

a whole in India for the period 1999-2000 to 2007-08. It is observed from Table-5 that the

foreign exchange earnings was Rs. 19737 crore in the year 1999-2000 which was increased

continuously throughout the study period from 1999-2000 to 2007-08 and reached to Rs.

74283 crore in the ultimate year (i.e. 2007-08) of the study. The peak annual growth rate (i.e.

52.80%) was found in the year 2006-07 due to the highest amount received by way of

interest, dividend and other income as compared to other years of the study period.

Table-5

Foreign Exchange Earnings by CPSEs as a whole in India during the study

period from 1999-2000 to 2007-08

(Rs. in Crore)

Source : Compiled and Computed from Public Enterprise Survey, Govt. of India,Vol-I,

2001-02, 2004-05 & 2007-08.
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F. Performance Evaluation through the Employment Generation

The Public Sectors being the pace setters have assumed the role of bringing out progressive

elimination in regional imbalances and promoting balanced growth. The pace of economic

development of different states and regions has not been uniform over the years owing to

somehistorical andother factors.Even the stateswhichare fairlywell developedhavepockets

and areas which have not been able to keep pace with the progress achieved elsewhere. The

lackof industriliasation indifferent parts of the country is oftendue to the factors suchasnon-

availability of raw materials or other factors of production. A concentration of industries in

certain areashas alsobeendue to the readyavailabilityof rawmaterials, skilled labour, power,

water supply etc. which has made the areas distinct from the other areas providing greater

employment opportunities to the local people making the areas industrially developed and

thusaggravating the imbalances in regionaldevelopment.Thestates inwhich thePublicSector

Enterprises are located became the direct beneficiaries and stand to gain manifold in terms of

removal of regional imbalances, increased employment opportunities, growth of small scale

and ancillary industries, resource utilization etc. Therefore, industrialisation can play a vital

role for the society incorrecting the regional imbalancesandaccelerating thepaceof industrial

growth.But the fact that in themajor areasof the countrywhichhave remainedbackwardand

undeveloped is both a challenge and an opportunity. The government of India has taken an

important step to set uppublic sector enterprises for the extensionof the scopeof employment

opportunities in the said backward regions or areas. In this context it may be highlighted that

the setting up of PSEs in India has resulted in generation and extension of substantial

employment, both direct and indirect, in the states where the units are located.

Thedata contained inTable-6 relating to the employmentgenerated (excludingcasual labour)

by the Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) as a whole in India exhibit an over all

decreasing trend over the entire study period (from1999-2000 to 2007-08). It was 18.06

lakh in the year 1999-2000 which came down to 17.40 lakh in the year 2000-01 and reached

the highest level at 19.92 lakh in the year 2001-02 registering the highest annual growth rate

of 14.48% and then started decreasing with negative annual growth rate up to the last year of

the study period.
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Table-6

Employment in the CPSEs as a whole in India during the study period

from 1999-2000 to 2007-08

Source : Compiled and Computed from Public Enterprise Survey, Govt. of India, Vol-I,

2001-02, 2004-05 & 2007-08.

Conclusion

Taking 5 CPSEs with a total investment of Rs. 29 crore as on 31st March 1951, the number

of CPSEs as on 31st March, 2008 has reached to 242 with a total investment of Rs. 455409

crore. The analytical study of the performances of CPSEs in India with the help of empirical

data over the study period from 1999-2000 to 2007-08 exhibit a continuous increasing trend

in case of profitability, internal resource generation, contribution to central exchequer, value

addition and foreign exchange earnings while an overall decreasing trend is found in case of

generation of employment. But unfortunately or otherwise the same is not duly reflected as

apprehended in the overall Indian economic scenario. As such, the performance of CPSEs

hasunleashed thescopeof sidecriticismonmanyoccasions.However, thesecriticismsagainst

CPSEsaresubstantiallysquashedifwehaveaclose looktothesocial responsibilityperformance

of CPSEs during the said period. Over and above this, there is no denying the fact that the

PSEs, ingeneral,had tofacemanydivergentconstraints.Despiteanumberofserioushandicaps

likehighinitialcapital-intensiveprojects, locationaldisadvantages, longgestationperiodprojects,

lack of technological advancement etc. the CPSEs in India have been set up and run from

independence commensuratewith the socio-economic status aswell as theneeds, aspirations
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and the sentiments of the common public. Accordingly, all such steps and bold actions were

taken at the State level to lessen the degree of regional disparities, to upgrade the overall

economic conditions of the weaker and the poor sections of the community as well as to

reduce the inequalities of income as far as practicable, keeping far away the inherent profit

motive of business enterprises for the greater interest of the common mass.
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